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I. INTRODUCTION
In 2006, James Risen, a Pulitzer Prize winning reporter for The New York Times, released
a book entitled “State of War.”1 In the book, Risen described “a botched C.I.A. operation in which
the agency provided flawed schematics to Iran in hopes of delaying its nuclear program.”2 Risen
further suggested that the Iranians noticed the flaw and could have disregarded it.3 In 2008, after
the book’s release, the Justice Department (during then President George W. Bush’s
administration) sought to compel Risen to testify as a witness about his knowledge and, more
specifically, his source of information in a case against former C.I.A. officer Jeffrey Sterling, who
the Justice Department believed disclosed the confidential information regarding Iran to Risen for
his book.4
Risen refused to testify pursuant to the 2008 subpoena; the Justice Department, now under
the Obama administration’s orders, again subpoenaed Risen in 2011.5 Risen challenged the second
subpoena’s demands all the way to the Supreme Court, where in 2014 the Court refused to hear
Risen’s appeal of a judgment from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit compelling
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the journalist to testify.6 Ordered before federal prosecutors, Risen maintained his refusal to
disclose his source, instead stating, “I am not going to provide the government with information
that they seem to want to use to create a mosaic to prove or disprove certain facts….”7
If this sounds like a familiar tale – reporter gets confidential information, federal
government pursues reporter for disclosure, reporter refuses to disclose – perhaps it is because it
is, in fact, part of a vicious, repeating cycle. From this ordeal, Risen finds himself in, if not good,
then indeed bountiful company, joining the likes of Judith Miller,8 Josh Wolf,9 Jim Taricani,10 and
Vanessa Leggett11 - all journalists who were incarcerated in some capacity for refusing to provide
confidential information or disclose their source’s identity. Risen, however, was more fortunate
than his peers; Attorney General Eric Holder prohibited federal prosecutors from pressing Risen
to reveal his sources after Risen took the stand, and the Justice Department subsequently dropped
the subpoena.12
For a nation that prides itself on constitutional protections granting a free press, the United
States has engaged in a troubling and systematic pursuit of confidential information (and, more
specifically, confidential sources) gathered by reporters in an effort to pursue leaked information.
Despite Attorney General Holder’s restraint on compelling Risen to disclose his confidential
source, the Justice Department under the Obama administration has brought more charges for
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instances of leaking information than all previous administrations combined.13 Indeed, the Obama
administration argued in its case against Risen that “reporters have no privilege to refuse to provide
direct evidence of criminal wrongdoing by confidential sources.”14 This is largely a problem for
journalists facing a subpoena from federal court; virtually all states have extended at least partial
protections to journalists from requiring disclosure of their confidential sources.15
On this matter the United States stands largely alone, particularly among countries
acknowledged for their democratic governance. The European Union has recognized that a
qualified reporter’s privilege – that is, a privilege to maintain source confidentiality that can be
overruled under certain conditions – exists for citizens of its participating nations. More recently,
Canada’s high court established circumstances under which a qualified reporter’s privilege could
be found to exist. And, the Organization of American States, an organization to which the United
States is a member (and whose headquarters it hosts in Washington, DC) has declared that such
protections exist, not only for journalists but for all “social commentators.” Yet the United States
has continued its refusal, by both Congressional inaction and lack of Supreme Court judicial
review, to recognize such a protection as available to its citizens in federal matters.
That the United States chooses to hold onto a position of denying what its peers have
determined to be a fundamental right is beyond reproach. As such, this Note argues that, to align
itself with its international peers and set an example for the other American nations, the United
States should ratify the Inter-American Declaration of Principles on Human Rights to establish a
qualified privilege for source confidentiality.
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Part II of this Note will briefly discuss the concept of a reporter’s “privilege” to maintain
source confidentiality, as well as the difference between an “absolute privilege” (a level of
protection that a number of states have extended to journalists) and “qualified privilege,” which,
embracing the reality of contemporary American politics as well as a similar standard applied in
both Canada and the European Union, this Note advocates as preferential. Part III of this Note will
briefly discuss the United States’ history of requiring disclosure of confidential sources, beginning
with the Supreme Court’s ruling in Branzburg v. Hayes, followed by a brief overview of
subsequent federal case law dealing with reporter’s privilege, as well as Congressional attempts to
pass a federal “shield law.” Part IV will introduce the Organization of American States (of which
the United States is a member) and the Inter-American Declaration of Principles on Freedom of
Expression, which this Note will argue is the template for qualified privilege that the United States
should adopt. Part V will discuss the qualified privilege granted in both Canada and the European
Union as an example of balancing reporters’ rights to maintain confidentiality against concerns of
national security. Part VI will briefly describe the benefits of ratifying the Inter-American
Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Communication rather than enacting (or rather, as recent
history demonstrates, failing to enact) federal legislation. Part VII will conclude with a summary
of this Note’s arguments determining that it is in the United States’ best interest to ratify and adopt
the provisions of the Inter-American Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Communication to
provide journalists with a federal protection of source confidentiality.

II. UNDERSTANDING “PRIVILEGE” AND ITS SCOPE
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To adequately present an argument that the United States should embrace a federal
reporter’s privilege, one must first determine what exactly a reporter’s privilege entails. A
reporter’s privilege is, at its most basic level, analogous to the attorney-client privilege: a source
contacts a journalist to disclose certain information, some of which may be confidential, and may
sometimes request that his or her identity be kept confidential to avoid any associated
repercussions stemming from the disclosure.16 Journalists frequently use confidential sources;17
while the Washington Post’s coverage of the Watergate scandal most frequently comes to mind
when discussing confidential sources (think Deep Throat), journalists’ reliance on confidential
sources occurs far more regularly and for matters far more commonplace than a presidential
scandal. However, attorney-client privilege is codified and regulated; attorneys and clients know
the parameters of confidentiality in their relationship and can defer to written rules governing the
relationship.18
In contrast, the reporter’s privilege is far less formal and, thus, far easier to challenge the
validity of the agreement to maintain confidentiality. Challenges to a reporter’s privilege can come
from both sides of a dispute, in either civil or criminal cases. Prosecutors in a criminal case may
argue that a reporter is obligated to disclose information related to the commission of a crime,
while defense attorneys may argue that their client’s “Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial
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outweighs any First Amendment right that the reporter may have.”19 Absent a Supreme Court
ruling in favor of establishing a reporter’s privilege (which will be discussed at length in Part III),
a reporter subpoenaed by the federal government has two choices: disclose the source’s identity or
confidential information, or risk conviction and incarceration.20
Despite a lack of protection at the federal level, journalists enjoy varying levels of
protection in state courts. Every state (including the District of Columbia) except Wyoming offers
some type of privilege protection for journalists, either derived from case law or enshrined by
statute.21 These state “shield laws” (laws that provide a figurative shield for the journalist to defend
himself or herself from subpoenas) fall under two categories: those that provide “absolute
privilege” and those that provide “qualified privilege.” Twelve states and the District of Columbia
provide journalists an absolute privilege for their sources;22 that is, the journalist’s right to maintain
confidentiality cannot be defeated under any circumstances. For example, Alabama’s shield law,
which was originally passed in 1935, provides that “No person . . . shall be compelled to disclose
in any legal proceeding or trial . . . the sources of any information procured or obtained by him . .
. .”23 Alternatively, twenty-five states provide journalists a qualified privilege for their sources;24
such protections establish exceptions where a journalist may not maintain source confidentiality.
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Although the privilege is qualified, that qualification is a flexible standard depending on the state.
For example, California’s shield law only protects journalists who receive a subpoena (rather than
those who are parties to litigation); however, that protection can range from absolute in civil cases
to protection subject to a court balancing test when requested by a criminal defendant.25 Compare
that protection to what Indiana offers: absolute privilege for a source’s identity, but no protection
of the information received by the journalist.26 Some states, such as New Jersey, establish threshold
criteria that, once met, require a journalist to disclose confidential sources and information.27
III. DON’T KEEP SECRETS FROM UNCLE SAM: THE UNITED STATES’ LACK OF RECOGNITION
FOR REPORTER’S PRIVILEGE IN FEDERAL COURT
A. The First Amendment and Other Considerations
Proponents of “American Exceptionalism” frequently cite the Unites States’ freedom of
speech as a hallmark of the freedoms afforded to its citizens. Indeed, the First Amendment to the
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Constitution does provide for free speech and freedom of the press. 28 This, however, is not an
unlimited freedom. The Supreme Court of the United States has, time and time again, qualified the
right to both free speech and freedom of the press to protect against libelous speech, 29 incendiary
speech,30 and other potentially threatening types of speech that may lead to individual or public
safety concerns.31
Despite providing its own protections under the Constitution, the United States has
voluntarily subjected itself to the constraints of international agreements, including its ratification
of the Charter of the Organization of American States (which will be discussed in Part IV).
However, when it ratified the Charter, the United States made clear its position on the
organization’s influence (or indeed lack thereof) in federal jurisprudence:
That the Senate give its advice and consent to ratification of the Charter with the
reservation that none of its provisions shall be considered as enlarging the powers
of the Federal Government of the United States or limiting the powers of the several
states of the Federal Union with respect to any matters recognized under the
Constitution as being within the reserved powers of the several states.32
The reservations expressed prior to ratification of the Charter are further evidenced by the United
States’ refusal to be bound by rulings and principles established by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights (which will be discussed in Part IV). As an examination of case
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law shows, the Supreme Court has been far more willing to restrict the interpretation of the
Constitution rather than “enlarg[e] the powers . . . under the Constitution . . . .”33

B. Restricting Source Confidentiality: Branzburg v. Hayes
The Supreme Court has historically established protections for numerous types of speech
and recognized numerous aspects of journalism as protected under the First Amendment. In
seminal cases such as New York Times v. Sullivan,34 the Court has used its discretion and authority
to reaffirm the importance of maintaining a free press for the continued function of a democratic
society. However, recently courts have shied away from their earlier precedent of expanding and
defining the role and importance of journalism in American society, instead taking a less positive
view of the press when they choose to hear press cases.35 One notably glaring omission from such
protections determined by the Supreme Court is the ability for reporters to guarantee
confidentiality to sources who may not otherwise provide information. In Branzburg v. Hayes,36
one of the most scrutinized free speech cases in American jurisprudence, the Supreme Court held
that requiring reporters to testify before juries does not deprive them of their free speech and free
press rights under the First Amendment.
Branzburg brought together three different petitioners, all journalists (albeit in varying
types of media), who were brought before grand juries to disclose their confidential sources. 37 The
named petitioner, Branzburg, was compelled to testify after the Louisville Courier-Journal
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published an article in 1969 in which he wrote about his interactions with two individuals creating
marijuana hashish.38 Branzburg indicated in the article that he promised the two subjects profiled
that he would not reveal their identities.39 Branzburg was subsequently subpoenaed by a grand jury
to disclose the identities of the subjects, a request that he refused.40 Branzburg was ordered by a
state trial judge to answer the jury’s inquiry; the judge concluded that Branzburg was not protected
by the Kentucky reporters’ privilege statute, the Kentucky Constitution, or the First Amendment
of the US Constitution.41 On appeal, the Kentucky Court of Appeals held that the Kentucky
reporters’ privilege statute
[A]fford[ed] a newsman the privilege of refusing to divulge the identity of an
informant who supplied him with information, but … did not permit a reporter to
refuse to testify about events he had observed personally, including the identities
of those persons he had observed.42
Branzburg was again subpoenaed in 1971 for a similar article, in which he interviewed subjects
about, and observed them ingesting, marijuana.43 The trial court again compelled Branzburg to
testify, and the Court of Appeals again refused to grant his prohibition.44 The Court of Appeals
distinguished Branzburg’s case from another, which it believed represented “a drastic departure
from the generally recognized rule that the sources of information of a newspaper reporter are not
privileged under the First Amendment.”45
In a 5-4 split decision, Justice Byron White, writing for the majority, declared that the First
Amendment “does not invalidate every incidental burdening of the press that may result from the
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enforcement of civil or criminal statutes of general applicability . . . .”46 Justice White observed
that the investigative powers granted to grand juries are “necessarily broad” due to its
responsibilities for returning “well-founded indictments . . . .”47 As such, because of the
responsibilities placed on grand juries, requiring journalists to testify did not “override the
consequential, but uncertain, burden on news gathering that is said to result from insisting that
reporters, like other citizens, respond to relevant questions put to them in the course of a valid
grand jury investigation or criminal trial.”48
Justice White also refused to acknowledge the flip-side of the reporters’ privilege argument:
that sources would necessarily want to make sure their identities were protected from further
retribution.49 Regarding the motives of remaining anonymous, Justice White contended the
following:
There is little before us indicating that informants whose interest in avoiding
exposure is that it may threaten job security, personal safety, or peace of mind,
would in fact be in a worse position, or would think they would be, if they risked
placing their trust in public officials as well as reporters. We doubt if the informer
who prefers anonymity but is sincerely interested in furnishing evidence of crime
will always or very often be deterred by the prospect of dealing with those public
authorities characteristically charged with the duty to protect the public interest as
well as his.50
Justice White reserved equal ire for journalists attempting to maintain source confidentiality
following the observation of criminal acts (as Branzburg had done). Rejecting the notion that First
Amendment privileges applied to journalists who had observed criminal activity, Justice White

46
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noted that “[t]he crimes of news sources are no less reprehensible and threatening to the public
interest when witnessed by a reporter than when they are not.”51
While the majority opinion held that journalists were not necessarily protected from the
extensive investigative powers afforded to the grand jury, it is Justice Powell’s concurrence that
draws the most critical analysis from journalism and legal academia. 52 Justice Powell sided with
the majority (as evidenced from the concurrence); however, unlike the majority, he was unwilling
to completely write off the prospect of affording journalists’ protections, instead advocating for a
case-by-case review to determine whether source confidentiality merited omission from grand jury
inquiries.53 Justice Powell argued that “[t]he balance of these vital constitutional and societal
interests on a case-by-case basis accords with the tried and traditional way of adjudicating such
questions.”54 Based on his concurrence, some legal scholars argue that the outcome of the case
should be read more as a plurality, rather than majority, opinion, thus opening up the outcome for
more critical analysis.55 As one scholar observed, “Justice Powell’s concurrence, whether he
intended it to or not, provided just enough wiggle room for dissatisfied federal courts to use the
amorphous guidance in Branzburg to establish their own standards governing the reporter’s
privilege.”56
Scholars critical of the outcome in Branzburg have embraced the dissent posited by Justice
Stewart (joined by Justices Brennan and Marshall), which builds off Justice Powell’s advocacy for

51
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case-by-case determination of permission. Justice Stewart expressed grave reservations about the
effects of the majority’s opinion:
Today's decision will impede the wide-open and robust dissemination of ideas and
counterthought which a free press both fosters and protects and which is essential
to the success of intelligent self-government. Forcing a reporter before a grand jury
will have two retarding effects upon the ear and the pen of the press. Fear of
exposure will cause dissidents to communicate less openly to trusted reporters.
And, fear of accountability will cause editors and critics to write with more
restrained pens.57
Justice Stewart argued that, in order to determine whether source confidentiality should be
maintained, a three-part analysis should be conducted to decide if privilege exists.58 Under
Justice Stewart’s test,
the government must (1) show that there is probable cause to believe that the
newsman has information which is clearly relevant to a specific probable violation
of the law; (2) demonstrate that the information sought cannot be obtained by
alternative means less destructive of First Amendment rights; and (3) demonstrate
a compelling and overriding interest in the information.59
As this article will later discuss, implementing such an element test would reaffirm source
confidentiality as a fundamental aspect of freedom of speech – a right that can only be overridden
by compelling circumstances.
C. POST-BRANZBURG: THE FIGHT FOR A FEDERAL SHIELD LAW
Branzburg established a vital precedent for the federal government’s investigative and
subpoena powers. However, the holding, while impacting, does not restrict further action to define
the reporters’ privilege and override the court’s decision. Although the United States has not yet
recognized source confidentiality or the concept of “reporters’ privilege” at the federal level,

57
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protections have been instituted by a majority of states.60 A federal solution resolving the
conflicting stances of state shield laws has long been fodder for communications law and
journalism scholars.61 Primarily, the focus has been on the inadequacy of patchwork protections
afforded by the states; namely, that a given protection stops at the state’s borders.62
Yet the idea of a federal shield law has been met with resistance as well. One of the most
prevalent arguments against the enactment of a federal shield law is that such a law would, by its
nature, present an undue burden on the Fifth Amendment rights of individuals seeking the
information.63 Others argue that the institutional protections developed outside of the courtroom
provide enough of a bureaucratic roadblock as to render pursuit of a reporter’s confidential sources
or information as nearly non-existent.64 “If there are other avenues to the information, they will be
pursued, not only because the regulations require it, but because any alternative means will almost
always be faster, easier, and more productive than trying to get the information from a reporter.”65
Additionally at issue is defining who would receive the benefits of the reporter’s privilege:
[a] definition that focuses on the function of journalism will, given today’s
technology, be extremely broad and will allow any individual, under the right
60
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circumstances, to claim to be a journalist entitled to invoke the privilege…. But a
narrower definition of “journalist” will result in legislative line drawing between
different First Amendment speakers, and will raise troubling constitutional
questions.66
The Supreme Court has not reconsidered the reporter’s privilege since its holding in
Branzburg. However, the decision is frequently acknowledged in lower courts, both favorably and
critically. All federal appellate courts except for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
have recognized the existence of some type of reporter’s privilege, rooted in either the First
Amendment or common law.67 Finding the privilege to exist in common law is an important
holding, as the Branzburg court focused primarily on the First Amendment arguments for the
existence of such a privilege. For example, in Riley v. City of Chester,68 the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit held that “Branzburg’s suggestion that the First Amendment protected
newsgathering and the obvious links between effective newsgathering, confidential sources, and
an informed public weighed in favor of the privilege.”69 At issue in the case was a reporter’s refusal
to disclose a source that had provided information about internal investigations regarding a
mayoral candidate while the candidate was a police officer for the city. 70 The reporter cited
Pennsylvania’s state shield law as justification for refusing to disclose who provided her with the
information.71 The court, in finding that the reporter did not have to disclose her source because
the information sought had only “marginal relevance”72 to the plaintiff’s suit, concluded that “[t]he
strong public policy [behind Pennsylvania’s shield law] which supports the unfettered
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communication to the public of information, comment, and opinion and the Constitutional
dimension of that policy… lead us to conclude that journalists have a federal common law
privilege, albeit qualified, to refuse to divulge their sources.”73
Similarly (and favorably citing the Riley decision), the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit remanded in Bruno & Stillman, Inc. v. Globe Newspaper Co.74 a lower court dismissal of
a negligence charge against a newspaper, concluding that the district court needed to reassess the
balancing test it applied to determine whether a reporter was obligated to disclose notes about
confidential sources. The lower court dismissed a charge of negligence against the newspaper,
stemming from a story written about malfunction instances of the plaintiff manufacturer’s boats,
after finding that its applied criteria to compel disclosure of notes was satisfied.75 The appellate
court, considering the Riley outcome, concluded that “the balancing process [conducted by the
district court] was not conducted with sufficient awareness of the contesting values, the factors to
be considered, and the options available to the court” regarding the plaintiff’s needs for the nondisclosed information in question.76
Conversely, in In re Grand Jury Proceedings,77 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit split from other federal circuits in holding that, absent state statutory protections preventing
disclosure of confidential sources, a Michigan television reporter was, on the balance of interests,
not entitled to quash a subpoena requiring disclosure of his confidential sources in a gang-related
crime. The reporter was subpoenaed to compel disclosure of information relating to the identity of
an assailant in a police officer’s murder that he had gathered in the process of filming gang
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members for a report. The state trial court concluded that “Michigan’s statutory news reporters’
privilege does not include television news reporters, and ruled that [the reporter] had no
constitutional privilege to refuse to divulge to the grand jury the material sought.”78 On appeal, the
federal appellate court declined to apply at the reporter’s insistence Justice Powell’s Branzburg
concurrence, instead concluding that the Branzburg holding did not afford the reporter protection
from disclosing his confidential information.79 The court found that “Justice Powell’s concurring
opinion is entirely consistent with the majority opinion, and neither limits nor expands upon its
holding . . . .”80 In addition, the court, after considering the legislative history of Michigan’s
statutory protections for newspaper reporters, found that the reporter was not denied his rights
under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment by failing to apply the reporter’s
broad interpretation of qualified individuals under the statute.81
Due in part to the Supreme Court’s lack of jurisdiction following its decision in Branzburg,
as well as in consideration to the states’ decision to enact its own protections, Congress has
considered numerous proposals for a federal shield law in the past decade.82 The most recent
attempt, the Free Flow of Information Act of 2013, was authored by Sen. Charles Schumer of New
York.83 The bill outlined an expansive view of who would qualify for protection under the act as
a “covered journalist,” including student journalists and freelance “agent[s]” of publications, and
more generally any individual who “at the inception of the process of gathering the news or
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information sought, had the primary intent to investigate issues or events and procure material in
order to disseminate news to the public and regularly conducted interviews, reviewed documents,
captured images of events, or directly observed event.”84 The legislation established a qualified
privilege, with different thresholds of criteria required to override the privilege. In a federal
criminal case, the information and source identities of “covered journalists” would be protected
unless a federal judge determined that, among other criteria, the protected information was
“essential to the investigation or prosecution or to the defense against the prosecution…” and that
“the covered journalist ha[d] not established by clear and convincing evidence that disclosure
would be contrary to public interest, including the interest in gathering and disseminating
information or news as well as maintaining the free flow of information and the public interest in
compelling disclosure, including the extent of any harm to national security.”85 In a federal civil
case, the information and source identities of “covered journalists” would be protected unless a
federal judge determined that the information sought from the journalist was “essential to the
resolution of the matter” and that the disclosure “clearly outweigh[ed] the public interest in
gathering and disseminating the information or news at issue and maintaining the free flow of
information.”86
Although the legislation provided a decidedly easy threshold for the government to compel
disclosure of confidential information, the Free Flow of Information Act did establish fundamental
requirements for the protection of journalists, most specifically the range of individuals protected
under the privilege. It was not without support, either; the legislation garnered twenty-seven
cosponsors, including both Republican and Democratic senators.87 Sen. Schumer, the bill’s author,
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said in an interview in March 2014 that the likelihood of getting at least some type of federal shield
law passed was “very large,” noting that the bill had the sixty votes needed to pass through the
Senate without threat of a filibuster.88 However, despite Schumer’s efforts and optimism, Congress
has still not voted on a federal shield law. The legislation was last placed on the Senate calendar
in November 2013; it has not seen any legislative action since then, despite numerous calls from
outside interest groups requesting a vote.89
IV. BACKGROUND: THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES AND SOURCE
CONFIDENTIALITY
A. Founding and Structure of the Organization of American States
For most laymen, the European Union comes to mind almost exclusively when one recalls
a multinational governmental organization tasked with steering and adjudicating policy decisions
for its member states. However, the United States is party to (and indeed hosts) a similar – albeit
less constraining – membership: the Organization of American States (hereafter OAS).90
Structured in a generally similar model to its transatlantic peer the EU, the OAS is the “world’s
oldest regional organization . . . .”91 The OAS dates back to 1889, when the First International
Conference of American States approved the establishment of the International Union of American
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Republics (the organization’s predecessor).92 The OAS in its current form was established in 1948
by the Charter of the OAS.93 Twenty-one nation-states signed the original charter, including the
United States.94 After four amendments,95 the most current version of the charter has been ratified
by all thirty-five “independent states of the Americas.”96
The OAS establishes four “pillars” to “implement its essential purposes” – democracy,
human rights, security, and development.97 Of these pillars, the primary focus of this Note is the
OAS’s development and implementation of human rights. The OAS monitors the human rights
activities of its member nations through the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
(IACHR), which was established in 1959 as the autonomous branch for the regulation of human
rights.98 Actions taken and decisions made by the IACHR are influenced by the commission’s
three guiding directives: “the individual petition system;” “monitoring of the human rights
situation in the Member States…;” and “the attention devoted to priority thematic areas.”99
The American Convention on Human Rights (hereafter the Convention), which establishes
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and “defines the functions and procedures of both the
Commission and the Court” was adopted in 1969.100 Of particular relevance to this Note, Article
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13 of the Convention provides the right to freedom of expression for citizens of its member
nations.101 The Convention states that “[e]veryone has the right to freedom of thought and
expression. This right includes freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all
kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing, in print, in the form of art, or through any
other medium of one's choice.”102 The Convention qualifies that right, however, declaring that
exercising the right to free expression is not “subject to prior censorship” but can be curtailed to
maintain “respect for the rights or reputations of others” and/or “the protection of national security,
public order, or public health or morals.”103 Crucially, the Convention provides that
[t]he right of expression may not be restricted by indirect methods or means, such
as the abuse of government or private controls over newsprint, radio broadcasting
frequencies, or equipment used in the dissemination of information, or by any other
means tending to impede the communication and circulation of ideas and opinions
(emphasis added).104
As of 1997, twenty-five nations have ratified the Convention.105 Noticeably absent from
the list of ratifying nations are two of the most high-profile, if not most powerful, member nations
of the OAS: Canada and the United States.
B. The Inter-American Declaration of Principles on Human Rights
The IACHR recognizes freedom of expression broadly, pursuant to the terms of the
Convention. However, the IACHR further expounded on what constitutes the freedom of
expression with the adoption of the Inter-American Declaration of Principles on Human Rights
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(hereafter the IADPHR) in 2000.106 Among other protections, Article 8 of the IADPHR establishes
the right to source confidentiality: “[e]very social communicator has the right to keep his or her
source of information, notes, personal and professional archives confidential.”107 Additional
guidance clarifying the Declaration provides that this right of confidentiality establishes the
protection for “every social communicator to refuse to disclose sources of information and research
findings to private entities, third parties, or government or legal authorities . . . .”108 It further
provides that the right “does not constitute a duty, as the social communicator does not have the
obligation to protect the confidentiality of information sources, except for reasons of professional
conduct and ethics.”109 The interpretation of the Declaration states that the underlying rationale to
the right of confidentiality acknowledges that
‘in the scope of [the social communicator’s] work to supply the public with the
information necessary to satisfy the right to inform, the journalist is providing an
important public service when he or she collects and disseminates the information
that would not be made known without protecting the confidentiality of the sources
(emphasis added).110
Applying principles from both the American Convention of Human Rights and the InterAmerican Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression, the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights has been able to implement and enforce press freedoms for journalists against
government efforts of ratifying nations to restrict their press activities and actors.111 However, as
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of 2010, only twenty-one nations recognize the court’s jurisdiction and follow its adjudication.112
As with the Convention, neither Canada nor the United States recognize the jurisdiction of the
court nor the right of confidentiality, instead restricting the right based on judicial interpretations
of their respective national charter documents.
V. A DIFFERENT APPROACH: CANADA AND THE EUROPEAN UNION’S JUDICIAL
OBSERVATIONS OF QUALIFIED SOURCE CONFIDENTIALITY
A. Canada
Canada, another powerful American nation that has not ratified the American Convention
on Human Rights or the Inter-American Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression, has
established a national fundamental right to free speech that, similar to the First Amendment in the
United States, extends to journalists. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms provides that
“[e]veryone has the following fundamental freedoms . . . of thought, belief, opinion and
expression, including freedom of the press and other media of communication . . . .”113 However,
similar to the Branzburg ruling in the United States, Canadian courts have played an active role in
qualifying the right to free expression.
i. Privileged Communication in Canada: R v. Gruenke
To understand communication rights as they exist in Canada, one must first look to a
defining case in determining whether communication is “privileged.” In R v. Gruenke,114 the
Canadian Supreme Court declared that communications between two individuals could be
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privileged (and thus immune from discovery) under a specific set of circumstances. The case came
before the Court on appeal from the appellant, Gruenke, who was convicted of first degree murder
after killing her harasser.115 Gruenke, a reflexologist, lived for a time with a client, Philip Barnett,
in a platonic relationship; however, Gruenke moved out when Barnett began making sexual
advances towards her.116 Gruenke also began visiting the Victorious Faith Centre church to seek
emotional help.117 At trial, Gruenke testified that when Barnett came to visit her, and attempted to
drive away with her in his car without her consent, Gruenke struck him with a piece of wood.118
She could not recall at trial any other details, aside from her boyfriend approaching her and Barnett,
then the two of them leaving Barnett as he was covered in blood.119 The trial judge ruled admissible
evidence of communication between a church layperson, the church pastor, and Gruenke; the
evidence revealed that two days after Barnett was found dead, the pastor had a conversation with
Gruenke in which she admitted planning to kill, and indeed killing, Barnett to stop his
harassment.120
The Supreme Court found at issue the question of whether conversation between an
individual and a clergyman or religious figure could be privileged and therefore protected from
discovery and admission as evidence.121 In order to resolve issues of determining whether a
communication was privileged in general, the Court established the “Wigmore” test.122 The test
requires that the following four factors be met:
(1) the communications must originate in a confidence that they will not be
disclosed; (2) this element of confidentiality must be essential to the full and
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satisfactory maintenance of the relation between parties; (3) the relation must be
one which in the opinion of the community ought to be sedulously fostered; and (4)
the injury that would inure to the relation by the disclosure of the communications
must be greater than the benefit thereby gained for the correct disposal of
litigation.123
Development of the test would prove to be critical in later analysis of privileged communication
and set Canada on a path towards recognizing source confidentiality.
ii. Contemporary Privilege: R. v. National Post
With the establishment of the “Wigmore” test, the Canadian Supreme Court outlined
conditions in which communication could be found privileged. In 2010, the Court in R v. National
Post applied the test to determine whether confidential communications between a source and
reporter qualified as privileged communication.124 In National Post, the Court determined that a
particular confidential communication between a reporter for the National Post and a source
regarding a document implicating the Canadian prime minister of a conflict of interest did not
satisfy the Wigmore test to keep the information confidential. 125 The reporter for the National
Post, M, was investigating the former Prime Minister of Canada, C, regarding alleged
improprieties of a federal bank loan to a hotel that owed a debt to C’s family investment
company.126 X (the confidential source) provided M with a document purported to be the bank’s
authorization of the loan on the condition of “blanket, unconditional… confidentiality.”127 M then
faxed copies of the document to the bank, C’s office, and a lawyer for C to determine the accuracy
of the document.128 All three declared the document to be a forgery.129 After M met X in person,
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X expressed his belief that the document was genuine requested that the document be destroyed
for fear that fingerprints on the document might link him to the disclosure.130 M refused to destroy
the document but promised X that their confidentiality agreement remained in place.131 Police, at
the request of the bank in question, ordered from the newspaper the document as evidence of
forgery and “utterance” (circulation) of the modified records.132 The newspaper refused to
surrender the document; M additionally refused to identify X to the police.133 A warrant was issued
giving the newspaper one month to disclose the document; the newspaper responded by filing suit
to squash the document.134 The trial court, setting aside the warrant, found that while “there was
sufficient information to conclude the document was a forgery . . . there was only a remote and
speculative possibility that disclosure of the document . . . would advance a criminal
investigation.”135 The Court of Appeals reversed, and appellants sought review by the Supreme
Court.136
The Canadian Supreme Court held that the warrant was properly issued and that the
newspaper did not satisfy the fourth factor of the “Wigmore” test required to qualify the document
as privileged.137 The Court did, however, explicitly acknowledge that privilege could exist on a
case-by-case basis, finding that “[t]he Wigmore criteria provide a workable structure within which
to assess, in light of society’s evolving values, the sometimes-competing interests of free
expression and the administration of justice and other values that promote the public interest.”138
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The Court noted that, in order to meet the criteria of the “Wigmore” test, a media organization or
reporter must meet all criteria, including “proving that the public interest in protecting a secret
source outweighs the public interest in a criminal investigation.”139 Claims under the “Wigmore”
test for media parties will also be held under scrutiny for “the nature and seriousness of the
[offense] under investigation, and the probative value of the evidence sought to be obtained
measured against the public interest in respecting the journalist’s promise of confidentiality.”140
The Court, in finding against the National Post, thus proposed a strict, albeit permissive, analysis
of privileged communication for future media claims: “Until the media have met all four criteria,
no privilege arises and the evidence is presumptively compellable and admissible. Therefore, no
journalist can give a secret source an absolute assurance of confidentiality.”141
B. The European Union
Although numerous actors in the United States have indicated a desire to establish some
type of federal protection for source confidentiality, and although Canadian courts have indicated
a willingness to recognize source confidentiality as a fundamental right, both nations lag behind
many of their transatlantic peers. The EU (and therefore any participating nation) has recognized
source confidentiality (and through it, reporters’ privilege) as an aspect of the fundamental right
to free expression. Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights establishes a freedom
of expression for European citizens – including journalists: “[t]his right shall include freedom to
hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public
authority and regardless of frontiers.”142 The Article does qualify the right, subjecting it to “such
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formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as prescribed by law and are necessary in a
democratic society” in order to allow nations to maintain national security, prevent crime, protect
“the reputation of rights of others,” maintain the “authority and impartiality of the judiciary,” and,
importantly, prevent the “disclosure of information received in confidence . . . .”143 However, the
explicit inclusion of the goal of “preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence”
sets apart the article from the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and Section 2 of the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (as previously discussed).
In 1996, the European Court on Human Rights reaffirmed the right of journalists to
maintain confidential sources in the seminal case Goodwin v. United Kingdom.144 In Goodwin, the
Court overruled the U.K.’s order compelling a journalist to disclose his confidential source,
deeming his right to maintain such a source as “necessary in a democratic society” in accordance
with Article 10.145 The journalist in question received information from a confidential source
about a company’s financial mismanagement and contacted the company to verify the claims.146
The company requested, and U.K. courts administered, an injunction barring the journalist or his
publication from releasing the information (which was extended to restrict all national media from
publishing the information), as well as requiring the disclosure of the source’s identity by the
reporter.147 The Court observed that “[p]rotection of journalistic sources is one of the basic
conditions for press freedom, as is reflected in the laws and professional codes of conduct in a
number of Contracting States and is affirmed in several international instruments on journalistic
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freedoms . . . .”148 Absent guaranteed protections for maintaining confidentiality, the Court noted
that sources “may be deterred from assisting the press in informing the public on matters of public
interest.”149 Thus, the Court expressed concern that “the vital public-watchdog role of the press
may be undermined and the ability of the press to provide accurate and reliable information may
be adversely affected.”150 The Court found that the company was afforded adequate protection by
UK courts when it received an injunction barring the publication of the confidential materials, and
that requiring disclosure overstepped the reasonable protections afforded to the company.151
VI. ANALYSIS: WHY RATIFY A TREATY?
This Note has thus far posited that there exists in the Americas a structured and definitive
law determining that source confidentiality exists as a human right152 – a law that is accepted and
followed by twenty-one member nations of the OAS.153 The reservations posited by the United
States – an unwillingness to “expand the scope . . . of the Constitution . . .” seems to directly
counter the spirit of the Bill of Rights, the first tenet of which establishes the freedom of speech
and freedom of the press at issue here. Expanding the scope of defined human rights (which is the
stated purpose of the Bill of Rights’ existence) does not appear to be either expanding the scope
of federal government or restricting states’ rights – both fears acknowledged by the United States’
reservations when ratifying the Charter of the OAS.154 Indeed, a majority of states have established
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reporters’ privilege and source confidentiality protections, some dating back more than a
century.155
If the first step towards recovery is acknowledging that a problem exists, legal scholars
(and indeed Congress) have taken the first step. A federal shield law proposal (or lack thereof) is
popular fodder for both legal and journalism academics, who challenge and dispute the notion that
the United States cannot enact at the federal level legislation that a majority of states have enforced
for years – some for over a century. And members of Congress seem to recognize that there is both
a problem and a venue for change; as recently as 2013, legislation has been introduced to establish
a federal shield law.156 But, suffering the same fate as many proposals before it, the legislation
seems doomed to wither on the vine as it languishes in the Senate.
All of this seems to spell doom for the prospects of a federal shield law for years to come.
With a gridlocked federal government unable to agree on a slate of legislation far more crucial (at
least in the eyes of a sizeable number of the population) to maintaining the national status quo, a
federal shield law’s passage seems as distant as it has ever been (barring, of course, a national
tragedy or scandal resulting in a public outcry for passage of the law).157 Meanwhile, the Supreme
Court does not appear willing to reinterpret the idea of reporter’s privilege in the near future; by
passing on its opportunity to hear Risen’s case in 2014, the Court all but committed itself to
maintaining the precedent established in Branzburg.158
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Yet diminished expectations for federal legislation enacted by Congress’s own volition
bring forward another alternative: forcing Congress’s hand to craft legislation reflecting its own
goals by ratifying an existing structure for qualified reporter’s privilege as a baseline for
establishing federal protections for journalists. The IADPHR presents a perfect opportunity for the
United States to consign itself to a structure by which it could establish its own qualified criteria
for press freedoms.
Crucially, one of the most appealing aspects of ratifying the IADPHR is the opportunity to
bypass the bicameralism that has doomed federal legislation in recent years. Article II of the United
States Constitution provides that a president may enter into treaties with two-thirds consent from
the Senate.159 Despite its pursuit of criminal charges in leak cases, the Obama administration has
been an advocate for the establishment of a federal shield law,160 and asking for the consent of
two-thirds of the Senate is at this point a far more plausible path to recognition of a reporter’s
privilege at the federal level than relying on the Senate and House of Representatives to agree to
statutory terms creating a federal reporter’s privilege.161
Ratification of the treaty also gives Congress a reason to move forward legislation
clarifying and qualifying the provisions of the IADPHR. One of the chief differences between
previous legislation proposed by Congress and provisions in the IADPHR is the use of the term
“social communicator” to describe individuals protected by the declaration. The Free Flow of
Information Act of 2013, the Senate’s most recent attempt at advancing a federal shield law,
provided protection for an individual acting as a “covered journalist” 162 – a wide term, but not
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nearly as encompassing as the social communicator protected by the IADPHR. The distinction
between a “covered journalist” and “social communicator” might be of benefit to Congress
because it lessens the concern of defining an exclusive privilege. As Dr. Anthony Fargo notes in
his analysis of federal shield law proposals, “[d]efining a class of persons who would receive
special protection from providing evidence to grand juries would be tricky at best and
unconstitutional at worst because it would force judges to decide who qualified and who did not .
. . .”163
Embracing by Congressional inaction the term “social communicator” might be beneficial
to accommodate the ever-changing media landscape as more traditional media roles are transferred
to the Internet. One of the most pervasive points of contention in contemporary discussions of a
federal shield law is the scope of its protections to non-traditional media actors – namely, bloggers
and the like. As blogging and other types of “instant journalism” become more commonplace, the
individuals who engage in such media actions must be regarded as more than mere citizens.164
Indeed, blogging now encompasses individuals who would otherwise be regarded as “traditional
journalists” as established media outlets utilize various means to produce and disseminate the
news.165 Blogging and other “new media” ventures provide a cheaper, more immediate means to
disseminate information,166 allowing more information to be presented by more “reporters”
(adopting a broad interpretation of the word). Advocates for the inclusion of bloggers and other
non-traditional reporters argue that the technological advances have redefined the criteria such that
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broad inclusion is necessary.167 Some scholars, however, have expressed concern in previous
reporter’s privilege debates that determining such delineation would prove difficult to
accommodate the needs of both journalists and judicial officers.168 If Congress thus wishes to
restrict the limit of protected individuals under a federal shield law, it would have to enact
subsequent federal legislation to do so; otherwise, if left as written and adopted, the reporter’s
privilege extends to a wider range of individuals, a scenario which most journalism advocates
would surely support.169 In either situation, a level of reporter’s privilege is recognized by the
federal government.
It is important to recall that the protections outlined in the IADPHR are qualified by the
constraints established by the IACHR. The IACHR posits that freedom of expression, and
specifically the freedom to maintain source confidentiality, can be curtailed in certain
circumstances, such as those dealing with matters of national security.170 This pretty clearly aligns
with ideals presented by Congress: the Free Flow of Information Act of 2013 certainly provided a
broad set of criteria under which the federal government could compel a journalist to disclose his
confidential source.171
Some of the critics advocating for a federal shield law would likely be discontent with the
establishment of a qualified reporter’s privilege, as ratification of the IADPHR would provide. In
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their 2012 article advocating for a federal shield law, Sandra Davidson and David Herrera argue
that “[p]ierce-proof shield laws are . . . important not only for journalists but also for this country.
The United States, if it is to be a leader for press freedom in our complex world, must not dissemble
by creating shield-law exceptions that inevitably create bias against reporters.”172 The authors
again draw on the analogy of attorney-client privilege: “[t]he only shield that is truly worthy of the
name is an absolute shield – a declaration that journalists will not be jailed for refusing to divulge
the names of confidential sources . . . a federal shield law should discard the case-by-case method
of a qualified privilege and give journalists ‘an absolute privilege’ based on the attorney-client
privilege.”173 Indeed, even Justice Stewart expressed concern in his Branzburg dissent, noting that
“[s]ooner or later, any test which provides less than blanket protection to beliefs and associations
will be twisted and relaxed so as to provide virtually no protection at all.”174
However, while absolute privilege presents obviously preferential rationale for some
journalism advocates, one must take a pragmatic approach to the contemporary issues of federal
adjudication.175 It is simply illogical to expect the United States judiciary to create a carte blanche
reporter’s privilege, particularly in matters of national security. One cannot expect a court to
develop a privileged class of potential witnesses with different (and, one might argue, elevated)
rights and privileges over another undistinguished witness. As one scholar noted, “[a]n absolute
shield against disclosure of confidential sources to federal grand juries would create an
‘institutional’ privilege unique to the press, in contravention of Supreme Court and federal case
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law, the Fifth Amendment, sensible public policy concerns, and the Press Clause itself.”176 Such
privileges have not been afforded as absolute even in well-recognized institutional privileges, such
as the attorney-client privilege, physician-patient privilege, or even concealment of identities of
“confidential sources in the context of Congressional investigations and proceedings . . . .”177
Yet the benefits of establishing a qualified privilege are twofold. First, it establishes
baseline protections for journalists to maintain source and information confidentiality; unlike
journalists’ reliance on the provisions laid out in Branzburg, a qualified privilege at least provides
journalists with knowledge of the thresholds that must be overcome to require disclosure. As
Justice Powell argued in his Branzburg concurrence, “[t]he asserted claim to privilege should be
judged on its facts by the striking of a proper balance between freedom of the press and the
obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony . . . .”178
Second, having an established foundation on which further action can be taken allows for
journalists, judges and legislators to assess the effectiveness of the policy and make appropriate
changes as necessary. An “all or nothing” approach such as absolute privilege understandably
presents concerns for legislators,179 since it would invite more scrutiny and public ire to whittle
down a broad privilege than it would be to expand upon a more narrow privilege as deemed
necessary by trial and error. Adopting the IADPHR as a template for establishing a qualified
privilege would present such an opportunity, since the United States would not be precluded from
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adding circumstances under which journalists could maintain confidential sources that the
declaration does not consider.
In reality, relying on the Senate to ratify the IADPHR is at best unreasonably optimistic.
Contemporary history has shown that the Senate repeatedly demonstrates a decided unwillingness
to assign to the United States legal obligations that it has not itself created. 180 Yet efforts to enact
a federal shield law by more conventional means (meaning the bicameral legislative process) have
failed to make any significant progress on a matter that individual states have been able to regulate.
And while the ratification is an unlikely avenue to seeing a federal reporter’s privilege enacted, it
is still a legal means by which such protections could be enacted. As such, it is worth considering
the adoption by ratification of an international agreement (specifically the IADPHR) laying out a
framework that would establish protections envisioned by both scholars and legislators in a manner
that comports with, and in some instances alleviates, concerns raised with other efforts to enact a
federal shield law.
VII. CONCLUSION
The United States is widely considered one of the bellwethers in providing fundamental
protections for its citizens. That it does not afford for its journalists protections that its allies have
deemed as fundamental rights should be, and indeed is, seen as a gross injustice by a nation that
touts its freedom of the press. As Justice Stewart argued in his Branzburg dissent, “effective selfgovernment cannot succeed unless the people are immersed in a steady, robust, unimpeded, and
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uncensored flow of opinion and reporting which are continuously subjected to critique, rebuttal,
and re-examination.”181 Yet despite the vast majority of states offering protections to ensure that
information gathered from confidential sources can be disseminated without threat of judicial
action, the federal government has thus far been unable to enact similar legislation offering such
protections to journalists from the threat of federal subpoena.
Ratifying the IADPHR, therefore, presents arguably the best and likely easiest, opportunity
for the United States to enact a federal reporter’s privilege. By its language, the IADPHR would
extend to a wide range of individuals protections under which they could carry out the fundamental
duty of investigative reporting under the definition of “social commentators.”182 By its creation
and drafting history, the United States could easily establish threshold criteria under which the
federal government could still receive information that is absolutely critical to its obligations. And
by having some type of protection in place, Congress and journalists could begin the inevitably
long but ultimately productive series of trial and error under which the federal reporter’s privilege
would be sufficiently clarified and settled. It is not a perfect proposal, but in order to make sure
that stories, like those of James Risen and Judith Miller, do not continue to be commonplace, the
United States must take initial steps to align itself with its international peers.
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